Modelling the effectiveness and social costs of daily lateral flow antigen tests versus quarantine in preventing onward transmission of COVID-19 from traced contacts
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Abstract

Quarantining close contacts of individuals infected with SARS-CoV-2 for 10 to 14 days is a key strategy in reducing transmission. However, quarantine requirements are often unpopular, with low adherence, especially when a large fraction of the population has been vaccinated. Daily contact testing (DCT), in which contacts are required to isolate only if they test positive, is an alternative to quarantine for mitigating the risk of transmission from traced contacts. In this study, we developed an integrated model of COVID-19 transmission dynamics and compared the strategies of quarantine and DCT with regard to reduction in transmission and social/economic costs (days of quarantine/self-isolation). Specifically, we compared 10-day quarantine to 7 days of self-testing using rapid lateral flow antigen tests, starting 3 days after exposure to a case. We modelled both incomplete adherence to quarantine and incomplete adherence to DCT. We found that DCT reduces transmission from contacts with similar effectiveness, at much lower social/economic costs, especially for highly vaccinated populations. The findings were robust across a spectrum of scenarios with varying assumptions on the speed of contact tracing, sensitivity of lateral flow antigen tests, adherence to quarantine and uptake of testing. Daily tests would also allow rapid initiation of a new round of tracing from infected contacts.

NOTE: This preprint reports new research that has not been certified by peer review and should not be used to guide clinical practice.
Introduction

Widespread testing and contact tracing have formed two important pillars of the COVID-19 response worldwide, with variable success in their implementation. Contact tracing identifies and informs individuals who have had close contact with a case, and usually requires that such individuals quarantine (stay at home) to reduce their chance of infecting others. Several factors make contact tracing for SARS-CoV-2 challenging (Ferretti, Wymant, et al. 2020): individuals become infectious before symptoms appear (Tindale et al. 2020; He et al. 2020), and can be infectious without ever showing symptoms (Buitrago-Garcia et al. 2020; Lavezzo et al. 2020); also, few individuals cause a large fraction of infections, often in so-called super-spreader events (Endo et al. 2020; Sun et al. 2021). Contact tracing has proven highly effective if cases are detected early and contacts are quarantined effectively. Countries that have adopted rigorous strategies for quarantine after contact with a confirmed case and at arrival in the country have generally fared well (Patel and Sridhar 2020; Oliu-Barton et al. 2021). Countries without rigorous enforcement have often seen only incomplete adherence. For example, in a UK survey, only 11% of contacts of a confirmed COVID-19 case self-reported full adherence to a 14-day quarantine, 54% partial adherence and 35% no adherence (Smith et al. 2021).

An alternative to quarantining contacts is daily contact testing (DCT), in which contacts are required to self-isolate only if they test positive. Where sufficient testing capacity is available, DCT can reduce the immediate social/economic costs imposed on contacts by quarantine since uninfected individuals don’t have to quarantine. However, the reduction in transmission from contacts using DCT must be carefully evaluated, because DCT might not detect all infected contacts and failing to prevent transmission can impose greater social/economic costs in the longer term. The ability of DCT to reduce transmission depends on how infectious contacts are, how sensitive the tests used are in practice, and the relative timing of transmission and test results.

The gold standard for COVID-19 testing is PCR testing, as it can detect viral loads as low as 100 copies per mL and therefore can detect early infections. However, PCR tests also report positive results after individuals have ceased to be infectious (Alexandersen, Chamings, and Bhatta 2020). During the pandemic, other rapid tests with lower sensitivity have become available, e.g. loop-mediated isothermal amplification tests, transcription-mediated amplification tests, and lateral flow antigen (LFA) tests. All tests based on oropharyngeal swabs, including PCR tests, tend to be less sensitive when not performed by a trained individual (Lindner et al. 2021; Peto and UK COVID-19 Lateral Flow Oversight Team 2021; Stohr et al. 2021; Coste, Egli, and Greub 2021). Limitations resulting from partial swabbing, lower test sensitivity and incomplete adherence can be overcome by designing testing schemes that make the best use of all tests available.

LFA tests use antibodies to detect the presence of spike protein, a component of the viral envelope, with much less sensitivity than PCR tests: LFA tests detect positive samples with 10,000 or more virions per mL elution from an oropharyngeal swab. Policies for these tests must
be designed according to their predictive values in different circumstances: if the purpose of testing is to find cases and promote self-isolation before transmission, coverage and availability of testing is far more important than sensitivity for control (Larremore et al. 2020), in line with the argument that the sensitivity of the overall testing strategy should be considered, not just the sensitivity of a single test within it (Mina, Parker, and Larremore 2020). A strong dependence of infectiousness on viral load is key for this argument, since this induces correlation between infectiousness and test sensitivity, and therefore predicts that less sensitive tests preferentially identify the individuals most infectious at the time of testing.

The challenge of assessing the usefulness of LFA tests is using the right parameters for the infection dynamics of COVID-19, taking into account the interdependence between viral load at different stages of disease, when individuals develop symptoms, and when they become infectious. Averages may not correctly account for potentially relevant variability between individuals. For example, early studies considered identical infectiousness and sensitivity curves for each individual (Grassly et al. 2020), whereas longitudinal studies on individuals (Kissler, Fauver, Mack, Olesen, et al. 2021; Jones et al. 2021) show that viral load trajectories have generally sharp peaks, occurring on different days after infection. Models which account for this covariance between viral load, infectiousness and test sensitivity suggest that LFA tests are more sensitive than earlier studies suggested (Larremore et al. 2020). The impact of LFA testing strategies on transmission using realistic parameters for viral load trajectories has been modelled in detail (Quilty et al. 2021) but only under the simplifying assumption of fixed infectiousness above a threshold in viral load.

In this study, we evaluated the effectiveness of daily LFA testing using a model of SARS-CoV-2 transmission dynamics that incorporates new information on the relationship between viral load and infectiousness (Lee et al. 2021). Our model is suitable for evaluating repeated testing strategies for different policy objectives, acknowledging the uncertainty in the relationship between viral load and infectiousness. We focused on the specific case of DCT. We explored under which circumstances DCT is more effective at reducing onward transmission than a 10-day quarantine with varying levels of incomplete adherence, taking into account the social/economic costs and the extent of vaccination.

Results

An integrated model for COVID-19 transmission dynamics

We developed a model describing viral load trajectories, onset of symptoms and individual infectiousness in time. We modelled the trajectory of viral loads in each individual as exponential growth until a peak, followed by exponential decline, with lognormal distributions describing variation among individuals for the rates of growth and decline, the initial value, and the peak value. We modelled infectiousness as a Hill function of viral load. For symptomatic cases, we modelled the time of onset of symptoms as a Gaussian-distributed delay relative to the peak of viral load. We included an additional exponential suppression of infectiousness after symptom onset, reflecting self-isolation or adoption of other precautionary behaviour.
This model takes into account several novel aspects including the individual viral load and transmission dynamics of COVID-19 and reproduced distributions of key biological parameters. In particular, we use data from individual viral load trajectories (Kissler, Fauver, Mack, Olesen, et al. 2021) which show a steeper growth phase than the viral load trajectories published previously, confirmed recently in a larger study by (Jones et al. 2021). We also use the viral load of the index case in modeling the probability of onward transmission, which reflects both direct measurements (Lee et al. 2021) and indirect information on the timing of transmission (Ferretti, Ledda, et al. 2020). Modeling the connection between viral load and infectiousness allows us to estimate how many onward transmissions a low-sensitivity test will miss compared to a high-sensitivity test.

Given the wide uncertainties in the shape of the viral load-infectiousness curve, we considered two different versions of the model: one uses the empirical curve found by Lee et al (Lee et al. 2021) from contact tracing data, and the other uses parameters inferred from the timing of exposure and transmission in case-contact pairs with partly known exposure and symptom dates. These correspond to two widely different infectiousness profiles, one with a gradual increase in infectiousness, the other with threshold-like behaviour at around $10^4$ viral copies/ml (Figure 1). Hence, consistency in outcomes between both versions of the model provides a strong check for the robustness of the results. Both models were calibrated to provide realistic incubation period distributions (Supplementary Figure 1), similar distributions of generation time for symptomatic individuals (Supplementary Figure 2) and time from onset of symptoms to transmission (Supplementary Figure 3). The viral load dynamics are assumed to be similar for all viral strains (Kissler, Fauver, Mack, Tai, et al. 2021; Ke et al. 2021).

Infections in vaccinated individuals tend to cause fewer symptoms compared to unvaccinated individuals, and to have lower viral loads (Emary et al. 2021). Asymptomatic unvaccinated individuals also have reduced viral loads compared to mildly symptomatic individuals (as well as reduced symptoms, by definition) (Kissler, Fauver, Mack, Olesen, et al. 2021; Jones et al. 2021); we therefore approximated the viral load dynamics of vaccinated individuals with those previously measured for asymptomatic individuals. Vaccination also reduces the risk of getting infected (Emary et al. 2021). The precise reduction in risk varies with the viral strain, the type of vaccine, the vaccine recipient, and the time since vaccination; for simplicity we assumed a constant 75% reduction for the Delta variant, intermediate between the findings in (Lopez Bernal et al. 2021; Elliott et al. 2021).
Figure 1: the relationship between viral load and infectiousness as inferred by Lee et al (Lee et al. 2021) shown in blue, and as inferred by Bayesian analysis of case-contact pairs, shown in red. Both curves are normalised with respect to the infectiousness corresponding to the maximum viral load considered in the analysis by Lee et al.

Sensitivity of single and repeated daily LFA tests

We compared a strategy of DCT using 7 days of LFA tests against a strategy of 10 days of quarantine, starting from the day the contact is notified, which we assume is 3 days after exposure. Durations were chosen based on a sensitivity analysis (see next section). The comparison depends on several factors. Since tests are self-administered, we included a 25% reduction in sensitivity relative to analytical sensitivity measured in ideal conditions (i.e. 25% false negative rate due to suboptimal testing, Supplementary Figure 4). We also included imperfect compliance with daily testing, assuming that contacts would miss any daily test at random with 20% probability, and would drop out of the testing regime altogether with a probability of 5% every day.

With these assumptions, the cumulative sensitivity of the test among all contacts found 3 days after exposure is shown in Figure 2, including the effects of the initial uptake, drop-out rate, and reduced sensitivity due to self testing. For one-off self-tests (orange dots), sensitivity starts as low as 50% and declines the later the test is taken. However, in the case of seven consecutive tests (black dots), overall sensitivity increases with every additional test and exceeds 95% by the seventh day. This shows that the cumulative sensitivity of repeated lateral flow testing is comparable to the one of a single clinically administered PCR test.
**Figure 2:** Repeated LFA testing has a sensitivity comparable to a single PCR test. LFA test sensitivity throughout the course of the infection, assuming that the first test is taken 3 days after exposure of the contact to their infector. The orange dots show the sensitivity of a one-off self-test, varying the day on which this is taken, including a 5% daily drop-out rate from testing. The black line shows the cumulative sensitivity of daily self-testing until that day. Both of these include a 25% reduction in sensitivity due to self-administration. As a comparison, the sensitivity of a one-off LFA test administered in a clinical setting (i.e. no reduction from self-administration and no drop-outs) is shown by green dots.

**Effectiveness of DCT is comparable to imperfect quarantine**

At the time of writing in 2021, in the UK, contacts of cases are required to quarantine for 10 days. If this policy were followed faithfully by all such contacts, it would strongly reduce their further onward transmission. However, surveys suggest that adherence to quarantine may be low. For example, in the UK, one survey found self-reported adherence was 18% for self-isolation, and 11% for quarantine (Smith et al. 2021), while self-reported intent to adhere was 70%, and 65% for quarantine. Other surveys paint a more optimistic picture, with the COVID-19 Social Study reporting greater than 80% adherence (Fancourt et al. 2020) and experimental statistics from the Office of National Statistics suggest greater than 90% self-reported adherence (Brown 2021). We used an intermediate value between those reported by Smith et al. and Fancourt et al. as a reference (Wymant et al. 2021) (see Supplementary Methods). In this scenario, 75% of contacts adhere to quarantine, with an average 80% reduction in contact rates among contacts who adhere, and therefore an overall result of a 60% reduction in transmission during the prescribed quarantine period. However, since adherence to quarantine is uncertain and may decrease due to vaccinations and relaxation of COVID-19 related measures, we explore a wide range of adherence from 30% to 90%.
We also considered several behavioural factors for DCT, summarized here with our central assumptions:

- Initial uptake of daily testing (i.e. probability to collect the tests and start using them): 50%
- Probability of missing a test at random: 20%
- Daily drop-out rate from testing regime: 5%
- Effective reduction in contact rates during testing period, before a positive result or if no test is taken: 20%
- Effective reduction in contact rates after a positive result: 80%

We found that under these assumptions, DCT with 50% uptake is almost as effective in averting transmissions as quarantine with our central estimate of 75% adherence (Figures 3 and 4). This is true for both vaccinated and unvaccinated contacts. However, even with a relatively high 20% secondary attack rate (SAR, the probability of an individual being infected given that they have been notified), the social/economic costs (measured in days of quarantine/self-isolation) of the DCT strategy is considerably lower than the quarantine strategy, for both vaccinated and unvaccinated contacts. For lower SARs, corresponding to e.g. lower-risk exposures or higher vaccination uptake among contacts, the cost reduction would be still greater.

For the quarantine strategy, the socio-economic cost is the same for vaccinated and unvaccinated contacts. The benefit, in terms of reduced transmission, is greater for unvaccinated contacts than for vaccinated ones, but decreases more quickly as their adherence decreases. This is because unvaccinated individuals are more likely to be infected, and thus to infect others, so the benefit depends more sensitively on their adherence. For the DCT strategy, the social/economic cost is different for the two types of individuals: vaccinated individuals are less likely to be infected, to test positive, and to require isolation. By design, DCT allocates isolation in proportion to the contact’s risk of infecting others. This means the cost-benefit ratio is similar for the two types of individuals under DCT, whereas it is much higher for vaccinated than unvaccinated individuals under the quarantine strategy. For either type of individual, the cost-benefit ratio is much lower under DCT than the quarantine strategy (Supplementary Figure 5).

Solid and semi-transparent lines in Figure 3 and 4 show the same results, but with different models of how infectiousness depends on viral load (semi-transparent lines refer to the model based on the Lee 2021 result shown in Figure 1; solid ones to our new inference from case-contact pairs). The results are very similar, illustrating that the predictions are insensitive to the wide uncertainties in the shape of the viral load/infectiousness curve.
Figure 3: LFA testing reduces transmission over time as effectively as quarantine with intermediate compliance, and reduces social/economic costs. Top row: the cumulative number of transmissions averted on average from a contact-traced individual (who may or may not be infected) during the three weeks after exposure. Bottom row: the social/economic costs, measured as the average number of days of quarantine/self-isolation per traced individual. We assume that contacts are traced three days after their exposure to their infector and have a mean reproduction number of $R=2$ in the absence of contact tracing. The black lines show scenarios in which they follow quarantine imperfectly, with variable adherence (30, 50, 70, 90%) and no testing available. The blue line shows the alternative daily contact testing (DCT) scenario, in which contacts self-administer an LFA test every day, with greater (i.e. riskier) effective contact rates than the quarantine scenario before obtaining any positive test result, but lower (i.e. safer) effective contact rates after obtaining a positive result. Solid lines correspond to
the inference of infectiousness from case-contact pairs, while semi-transparent lines correspond to the infectiousness from Lee et al.

The effectiveness of DCT compared to quarantine also depends on how quickly contacts are traced, the rate of dropout from daily testing, the actual adherence to quarantine, etc. We explore realistic scenarios across a range of parameters (Supplementary Figure 6). In most reasonable scenarios modelled, 7-day DCT (blue line) with 50% uptake is broadly as effective in reducing onward transmission as a 10-day quarantine with survey-based adherence levels (black lines), and always has a much greater cost-benefit ratio. The results are robust to varying the duration of the DCT period between 5 and 10 days, with only marginal impact for vaccinated contacts and a more distinct improvement increasing the duration of DCT to 7-8 days for the unvaccinated contacts, but little improvement after that. Varying the duration of self-isolation/quarantine has a much greater impact on both transmissions averted and - naturally - days spent in isolation. The UK’s current policy of 10 days quarantine corresponds reasonably well to a knee in the curves for transmissions averted per unvaccinated contact for all but the 90% adherence to quarantine scenario, where a longer quarantine period may be deemed preferable.

The expected uptake of daily testing by contacts is especially uncertain, given the novelty of the policy, and hard to estimate before implementation. UK surveys suggest that about 46% of contacts would favour DCT while 41% would prefer to quarantine (Martin et al. 2021). Also, in a pilot study, about 62% of the contacts who did not already have access to testing accepted to join the pilot (Love et al. 2021). For this reason, we chose 50% uptake as our central scenario. However, the relative effectiveness of DCT and quarantine in reducing transmissions depends strongly on testing uptake and adherence to quarantine. To explore this dependence, Figure 4 illustrates the impact of varying uptake on both reduction in onward transmissions and days of quarantine/self-isolation. According to our model, an uptake of 25% for DCT would be equivalent to 50% adherence to quarantine in terms of reduction of onward transmissions, while an uptake of 80% would be equivalent to 90% adherence to quarantine.
Figure 4: LFA testing reduces transmission more effectively than quarantine levels at reduced social/economic costs if testing levels are high. Top row: the total number of transmissions averted on average from a contact-traced individual over the course of the intervention. Bottom row: the social/economic costs, measured as the average number of days of quarantine/self-isolation per traced individual. The black lines show scenarios in which they follow quarantine imperfectly, with variable adherence (30, 50, 70, 90%) and no testing available. The blue line shows the alternative daily contact testing (DCT) scenario, in which contacts self-administer an LFA test every day, with greater (i.e. riskier) effective contact rates than the quarantine scenario before obtaining any positive test result, but lower (i.e. safer) effective contact rates after obtaining a positive result. The x-axis shows the effect of varying the initial uptake of tests from 30% to 100% (which applies to the DCT strategy only, with constant lines showing the quarantine strategy for comparison). Solid lines correspond to our Bayesian
inference of infectiousness, while semi-transparent lines correspond to the infectiousness from Lee et al.

Discussion

We developed an integrated model of COVID-19 transmission and rapid LFA testing which incorporates key biological parameters consistent with the published literature. It builds on previous work (Larremore et al. 2020; Kissler, Fauver, Mack, Olesen, et al. 2021) and adds new insights about onward transmission as a function of viral load, variability among individuals in viral load trajectories, symptoms and vaccination status, and decreased sensitivity of self-testing compared to clinical testing, which are important aspects for assessing repeat self-application of low-sensitivity tests. LFA tests, or other COVID-19 rapid tests, could be useful in many scenarios that conduct regular, repeated testing (Mina, Parker, and Larremore 2020), e.g. for health care professionals, those caring for clinically vulnerable individuals, essential workers, contact bubbles within schools, and the general public. Daily testing has already been proposed as a viable strategy for several of these scenarios (Quilty et al. 2021) and has recently been shown to be an effective alternative to quarantine in schools (Leng et al. 2021; Young et al. 2021).

Here we focused on a daily contact testing (DCT) strategy, i.e. daily LFA testing as an alternative to quarantine of traced contacts. We estimated the reduction in onward transmission from individuals traced three days after exposure to a positive case by a DCT strategy, specifically of 7 daily LFA tests, and compared this to a strategy of 10-day quarantine. We found that, assuming intermediate adherence in both cases, the two strategies reduce onward transmission by a similar amount. However, the social/economic costs for DCT, measured in days of quarantine/self-isolation, were much lower. This result is robust across a variety of different scenarios based on varying assumptions. Shortening the duration of the testing period to 5 days does not significantly change the results. The advantage of DCT over quarantine increases with lower SAR (i.e. if the probability that contacts are actually infected is lower), and with lower adherence to quarantine. Increasing vaccination likely increases the advantage of DCT, since it reduces the probability of becoming infected, and may also shift public perception of risk and the importance of quarantine adherence.

One limitation of our results is our simple metric for the cost-benefit ratio, defined as the number of days of self-isolation or quarantine per transmission averted, for an average traced contact. When either top-down or voluntary control measures keep \( R(t) \) near 1 (Weitz et al. 2020), this metric describes efficiency in achieving this outcome (Petrie and Masel 2020). Translating the number of days spent in quarantine/self-isolation into specific social/economic costs will vary according to settings. The costs are particularly large, making DCT especially beneficial, in settings where individuals are unable to work from home, have no effective place to self-isolate, or struggle to live independently (Smith et al. 2021), as well as in settings where many people are repeatedly affected, for example where entire school year groups are sent home or workplaces closed (Leng et al. 2021). On the other hand, if reduced transmission tips the balance from an uncontrolled to a controlled epidemic, then even strategies with much larger costs for only slightly larger benefits (both defined as above) are preferred. For the present...
comparison between quarantine and DCT for traced contacts, the benefits were similar but costs were very different, simplifying the recommendation in favor of DCT in scenarios where the aim is epidemic mitigation, rather than elimination.

A further complication, given the low sensitivity of COVID-19 self-testing, is the need for clear communication. A negative result means the recipient is unlikely to be infectious at the time of the test, but their being infected is not ruled out, and they could become highly infectious in the near future after the test. This message should be emphasised when explaining DCT policies based on LFA tests to the general public.

We found that LFA testing compares more favourably to PCR testing than might be expected based on existing literature (Grassly et al. 2020; Hellewell et al. 2021; Quilty et al. 2021), despite a pessimistic assumption on the uptake of LFA tests (50%). This is partly due to the incorporation of individual viral load trajectories from (Kissler, Fauver, Mack, Olesen, et al. 2021). The faster growth phase estimated by this work means that individuals spend a shorter time in the window in which the viral load is sufficiently high to be detected by PCR, but not yet high enough to be detected by LFA tests. More important, however, is that we used new data on the relationship between viral load and infectiousness (Lee et al. 2021). According to these data, the fraction of transmissions that occur when the positive case has a high viral load is disproportionately higher than the fraction of transmissions that occur at lower viral load. This means that even though LFA tests miss more infections than PCR tests, the cases missed have lower viral loads and thus are those least likely to cause onward transmissions. Critical to the success we expect for LFA tests is their repeated use over a number of days, not as one-offs, which exponentially decreases the probability of an overall false negative result.

Replacing quarantine by DCT is not only expected to curb onward transmissions while reducing the negative impact of COVID-19 on the economy, but also has benefits via the more rapid identification of cases. Earlier diagnosis can lead to improved medical care, for example if contacts at high medical risk receive immediate prophylactic treatment (e.g. mAbs). Further, once a contact is identified as a case a new round of contact tracing can be triggered (Bradshaw et al. 2021; Barrat et al. 2021). The contacts can infect others, either before being traced or in spite of it. With a quarantine strategy, individuals infected by a contact are only notified if and when the contact develops symptoms and obtains a PCR result. A DCT strategy, on the other hand, does not wait for that to happen: the next round of contact tracing can begin upon the first positive result of a rapid self-test, regardless of the extent or timing of symptoms, inclination to obtain a PCR test, and the speed of PCR testing. To maximise the benefit of such recursive tracing, we recommend integrating DCT with contact tracing apps where applicable. By adding a module to such apps that is able to read the result of LFA tests, positive test results can be acted upon immediately, reducing the time to recursive contact tracing and the prevention of further transmission.

Methods
We jointly modelled the sensitivity of LFA tests and the infectiousness/transmission risk, considering how these vary as a function of viral load, both over the course of an infection and among individuals. The model was calibrated using step-wise Bayesian parameter inference coded in Stan (Carpenter et al. 2017), with parameters inferred from different data sources (Table 1). Details of the likelihood and inference can be found in Supplementary Methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of information</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Individual viral load trajectories</td>
<td>Longitudinal viral load measurements in individual patients</td>
<td>(Kissler, Fauver, Mack, Olesen, et al. 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Viral load trajectories and symptoms</td>
<td>Longitudinal viral load measurements with record of symptoms</td>
<td>(Hellewell et al. 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Incubation period distribution</td>
<td>Distribution of time intervals between infection and onset of symptoms</td>
<td>(McAlloon et al. 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Timing of transmission</td>
<td>Distribution of time intervals from infection and onset of symptoms of person A to transmission to person B and onset of symptoms for B</td>
<td>(Ferretti, Ledda, et al. 2020) and datasets therein (Ferretti, Wymant, et al. 2020; Xia et al. 2020; He et al. 2020; Cheng et al. 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Viral load measurements and secondary attack rate</td>
<td>Viral load measurements with records of which fraction of household members were infected</td>
<td>(Lee et al. 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) LFA test sensitivity</td>
<td>Dependence of test sensitivity on viral load in the sample (we consider Innova as an example)</td>
<td>(Peto and UK COVID-19 Lateral Flow Oversight Team 2021; Lee et al. 2021)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Datasets used to infer the biological parameters of the model.

The sensitivity of LFA tests was assumed to follow a logistic function of viral load, shown in Supplementary Figure 4 (Peto and UK COVID-19 Lateral Flow Oversight Team 2021).

Building on earlier modelling from Larremore et al. (Larremore et al. 2020) and especially the data and analysis from Kissler et al. (Kissler, Fauver, Mack, Olesen, et al. 2021), we modelled within-host viral load dynamics. Following (Kissler, Fauver, Mack, Olesen, et al. 2021), we modelled detectable Ct values as decreasing linearly until a nadir, then increasing linearly. Equivalently, given the linear relationship between Ct values and log viral load, detectable log viral load values were modelled as increasing linearly until a peak then decreasing linearly. Kissler et al. modelled the rates of increase and decrease, and the peak log viral load height, as
normally distributed over the population of infected individuals; we modelled these same quantities as log-normally distributed (since all are non-negative, and the time to peak viral load is assumed linearly related to incubation time, which is log-normally distributed (McAlloon et al. 2020)). These three parameters were independently estimated for asymptomatic individuals (no symptoms throughout the whole infection) and for symptomatic individuals (those who developed symptoms at some point, following a pre-symptomatic period). Inference for all parts of the model for viral load dynamics was implemented in Stan with the RStan interface (Guo et al. 2016), starting from code provided by Kissler et al., subsequently adapted for the present work. We re-fitted the model to obtain Bayesian posteriors for the underlying parameters, estimating them as the median of the marginal posterior distribution for each parameter.

After fixing the inferred distributions of peak viral load, growth and clearance rates, we used a similar approach to model the longitudinal data on Ct values from PCR testing and symptom tracking of UK healthcare workers from the SAFER study (Hellewell et al. 2021). We assumed a lognormally distributed incubation period using the meta-analysis result of (McAlloon et al. 2020). The time of symptom onset was assumed to be normally distributed with respect to the time of peak viral load. Stan was then used to infer posterior distributions for the mean and variance of this normal distribution, and for the initial viral load at the time of infection. Point estimates of the parameters were obtained from the medians of the marginal posteriors as before. The SAFER study also provided an estimate of the baseline false negative rate of self-administered tests (see discussion in Supplementary).

A Hill functional form provides a natural relationship between viral load and infectiousness (Fraser et al. 2007). However, the relationship is not expected to be one-to-one throughout the whole course of infection. After the onset of symptoms, effective infectiousness – as measured by the hazard for transmission – is expected to be reduced due to biological effects and/or increased precautionary behaviour after symptom onset. We assumed that the infectiousness expected from a given viral load was reduced by a factor declining exponentially with time after onset of symptoms, reflecting a constant hazard to begin self-isolation or adopt other precautionary behaviour. We previously estimated the timing of effective transmissibility (Ferretti, Ledda, et al. 2020). Here we combined the datasets and the likelihood for the timing of transmission with the model for viral load and symptoms described above, in order to infer the parameters of the Hill-shaped relationship between viral load and infectiousness, as well as the behaviour-related rate of exponential decay after symptoms.

We inferred two different models for infectiousness as a function of viral load. For the first, we extracted the parameters of the Hill function directly from the logistic relationship between log viral load and attack rate across contacts, adjusted for covariates, as inferred empirically by (Lee et al. 2021) from a large dataset from contact tracing in the UK. For the second, we used the exponent of the Hill function from (Lee et al. 2021) as a weakly informative prior, and inferred all parameters. The likelihood for each of the steps and tables with the estimated parameters can be found in Supplementary Information.
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